PROSKAUER ROSE, LLP
KENNETH RUBENSTEIN
Any other Employee, Partner, Affiliate or other entity you or any relative may have
interest in who received information regarding Iviewit technologies under NonDisclosure Agreement or in any other way.
1. In your response to the New York Bar Association in the complaint filed against you
on behalf of the Iviewit Shareholders, you chose Steven Krane of Proskauer to author
your response to the Bar. Are you aware that Mr. Krane currently holds several titles
of prominent influence at the New York Bar, including past President? In choosing
Mr. Krane have you ever heard of ethics, ethics that would preclude Mr. Krane from
authoring such response and using his positions of influence in order to exculpate you
from the charges against you? Do you feel this highly unethical choice of authors for
your defense to Bar which has now led Iviewit to file on behalf of its shareholders a
complaint directed at the New York State Bar against Mr. Krane and remove all
statements made by him to such Bar in your defense and further escalate your review
and finally have such review conducted by an unbiased third party oversight of the
Bar, an ethical violation both on the part of yourself and Mr. Krane? In light of this
conflict, do think it appropriate that you write to anyone who has received such
tainted response, or any portion thereof, a full retraction and redaction of all
statements made in your defense by Krane and fully expose any recipients of such
tainted communication to your highly unethical choice of authors?
2. Provide the exact time you met Eliot Bernstein regarding technologies invented by
Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.
3. Provide the exact time you met Zakirul Shirajee regarding technologies invented by
Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.
4. Provide the exact time you met Jude Rosario regarding technologies invented by
Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.
5. Provide the exact time you met Jeffrey Friedstein regarding technologies invented by
Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.
6. Provide all roles you maintained in any capacity for Iviewit and your or your firms
involvement from the point you met the inventors forward concerning Iviewit.
Provide all notes or correspondences of any form regarding your meetings with
Iviewit. Provide exact beginning dates of your positions with Iviewit as counsel and
advisory board member and the exact dates for when your term ended. Provide any
letters of confirmation to your positions and any letters of termination.
THIS MESSAGE AND ITS EMBEDDED FILES INCORPORATED HEREIN CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS
PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL PRIVILEGED INFORMATION. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT,
YOU ARE PROHIBITED FROM READING, OPENING, PRINTING, COPYING, FORWARDING, OR SAVING THIS MAIL
AND IT'S ATTACHMENTS. PLEASE DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ITS EMBEDDED FILES WITHOUT READING,
OPENING, PRINTING, COPYING, FORWARDING, OR SAVING THEM, AND NOTIFY THE SENDER IMMEDIATELY AT
561.364.4240. IF YOU ARE THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE PROHIBITED FROM FORWARDING THEM OR
OTHERWISE DISCLOSING THESE CONTENTS TO OTHERS, UNLESS EXPRESSLY DESIGNATED BY THE SENDER.
THANK YOU!

Article 1, section 8, clause 8 of the United States Constitution provides:
"Congress shall have the power ... to promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts, by
securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their
Respective Writings and Discoveries."

7. Describe the technologies to the best of your ability for video and imaging and the
exact date that you learned of such technologies.
8. Where you ever at disclosure meetings whereby the processes where explained or
displayed?
9. Provide a list of all technology disclosures you attended.
10. Have you ever seen the Iviewit technologies? Have you used the Iviewit technologies
in any way, and if so, when was the last time you utilized any Iviewit technologies.
11. Have you ever demonstrated the Iviewit technologies on your computer system at
home or at work? Have you ever displayed the technology to any 3rd party? If so, list
all.
12. Provide the exact time and place that Christopher Wheeler contacted you regarding
the Bernsteins’ and inventions discovered by Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and
Rosario.
13. Have you ever spoken or corresponded with Eliot Bernstein, Jude Rosario, Zakirul
Shirajee or Jeffrey Friedstein? Provide all correspondences of any form.
14. Where were you employed when Mr. Wheeler called regarding the Bernsteins'?
15. What was the exact date and provide any records regarding your involvement of Mr.
Raymond Joao with the Bernsteins’ and inventors. Did you keep notes of your
conversations and correspondences regarding Mr. Joao?
16. Are you aware of an opinion on the “novel” aspect of Iviewit technologies, proffered
by Proskauer Rose? See EXHIBIT (“A”) Proskauer opinion.
17. Did you receive or have any input into the creation of any Iviewit business plan,
marketing or sales materials or private placement memorandums?
18. Did you review and/or bill for services in connection with the Wachovia Private
Placement Memorandum?
19. What is your past relationship with Mr. Raymond Joao? Provide dates.
20. Provide the exact date and time that you transferred to Proskauer patent department.
Describe the prior patent department at Proskauer upon your arrival. Did any other
members of any other firms transfer to Proskauer with you from any other firms?
21. Are any patent pools that you are involved with now clients of Proskauer, provide the
date that these pools became clients of Proskauer.
22. Are you in possession or were you ever in possession of Iviewit patents?
23. It is clear from the billing records and multiple correspondences with major Iviewit
clients and investors, that you had more of a role with Iviewit than a mere referral to
Raymond Joao as you claim under sworn deposition statements. Define your role
with Iviewit considering you have an Advisory Board role, are a stock holder in
Iviewit, opined and influenced investment, and have patent pools under your control
that stand to be the single largest benefactor of Iviewit video and imaging
technologies.
24. Iviewit technology appears to be utilized in almost every video related pool you
oversee as a core technology, such that without it MPEG video would go to it’s
previous level prior to Iviewit technology in low bandwidths. At the time anything
less than a full T1 line would be 4-8 frames of postage sized video with major motion
and audio synch problems. Describe the state of video at low bandwidths prior to
1998 and the limiting factors known at the time. Motion and full screen video had
previously been undiscovered in this bandwidth range and the Company relied upon
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your advice as our counsel and our advisor who had reviewed the patents making up
MPEG at that point, that if these technologies were “novel” and improved
transmissions that you would include them in your patent pools. They appear to be
included for use across a broad spectrum of MPEGLA companies and products,
explain to the shareholders how you could be unaware of the unauthorized use and
subsequent lack of payment of royalties for such use of Iviewit inventions in patent
pools you oversee?
25. In your deposition you were unsure of your review of the patents which you maintain
copies of and have opined for, with now ample time to have reviewed them and in
your self-proclaimed role as counsel for MPEGLA with the job of singularly
reviewing patents for inclusion into such pools, provide a written statement as to your
opinion if the Iviewit inventions are “essential” patents and if they are currently being
used by anyone in such pools as you maintain.
26. After review of the Iviewit patents in your possession are they currently being
deployed as backbone to the transmission of video by MPEGLA or any other patent
pooling organization you or your firm have interests in?
27. Have these patent pooling organizations ever had approval from the Department of
Justice or an opinion of counsel, as to not being a form of anti-competitive behavior?
28. If MPEGLA utilizes Iviewit technology and you are a shareholder and advisor of
Iviewit, describe all ways the shareholders including Proskauer would benefit from
such inclusion?
29. If you are in possession of the Iviewit patents and are listed as counsel in Private
Placement memorandums with Wachovia, authored and disseminated by Proskauer
and if MPEGLA were using Iviewit technology can you define the harm this would
cause the Iviewit shareholders including Proskauer? If Iviewit is excluded from the
pool, show how this may benefit perhaps only Proskauer and how Proskauer would
inure benefits through its patent pools it oversees and derives revenue from? Do any
patents you control in MPEGLA or any other organization utilize such technologies
for licensing?
30. Have you been involved in writing, reviewing, aiding or abetting anyone in the
writing of patents that could be considered “blocking” or “reverse engineered” in an
attempt to circumvent Iviewit technologies? Are you aware in your review of patents
for inclusion into your pools of any such patent applications?
31. Since Raymond Joao was referred to Iviewit by yourself and Mr. Wheeler and
therefore you have an inherent duty to oversee his work product, review each of
Joao’s 90+ patents he now holds in his name and describe how these patents may
infringe upon Iviewit’s inventions.
32. After review of the Iviewit patents in your possession, explain how the Iviewit
technologies may apply to wireless devices such as videophones and imaging devices
such as digital cameras and video/camera cell phones. Do any patents you control in
MPEGLA or any other organization utilize such technologies for licensing?
33. Do you own a digital camera with digital zoom and pan? Does this resemble Iviewit
technology for zoom and pan and has been referred to throughout business plans and
websites that you received or surfed over a three-year period?
34. When you first purportedly logged into Iviewit’s website (aka CYBERFYDS) see
attached EXHIBIT (“B”) – Rubenstein Login in 1998-1999 did you see video and
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imaging technologies? Did you have conversations with Eliot Bernstein and others as
to how to set up your computer to review and evaluate such technologies? When was
the first time you ever viewed Iviewit technologies describe your reaction? When
was the first time you ever logged into the websites of any affiliated entity of Iviewit
or any predecessor or affiliated company.
35. Were you counseled by Proskauer in determining if Proskauer should accept stock in
Iviewit and did you make any decisions with the partners to accept such 2.5% stock?
36. Are you aware that Christopher Wheeler, Esq. who set up the accounts with Iviewit
for transfer of stock to Proskauer claimed that it was not common practice of the firm
prior to accept any such client stock, but that based on your opinion of the
technologies as “digital electricity” and you comments that it applied to all forms
video and imaging as other industry experts later confirmed, swayed the firm to
accept the offer of stock, in lieu of delaying billings?
37. Are you aware that Mr. Wheeler negotiated the bill stating that he was also going to
accept payments at later periods in anticipation of Iviewit collecting royalties from
MPEGLA and other pools you control, as soon as you put the patents into the pools
you oversaw and they began paying royalties?
38. Mr. Wheeler estimated that since you had already reviewed and opined for the firm,
that it was merely a matter of a few weeks whereby the patents were drafted and filed
and accepted into the pool, as overseer of the Iviewit patents, co-patent counsel for
Iviewit can you explain to shareholders the 5 year delay?
39. Are you aware of a partner letter Mr. Wheeler drafted for circulation regarding
Iviewit technologies? See attached EXHIBIT (“C”) and define if any of your clients
or Proskauer’s now using MPEG or any other form of video technologies may benefit
from Iviewit technologies now using MPEG technologies which infringe upon
Iviewit’s processes?
40. After review of the Iviewit patents in your possession, provide information how in
any application of the Iviewit technologies, in which you, your firm, or any patent
pool or other organization you are involved with may have a conflicting interest with
Iviewit technologies. Explain how Iviewit technology may provide any form of
benefit to you, your family, and your firm, the Companies involved in each pool
overseen by yourself or Proskauer. Provide a list of all Companies in each pool that
may be infringing upon ideas you learned from Iviewit and how they may benefit
from not paying royalties to Iviewit and its shareholders and how they pay benefits to
Proskauer.
41. At the high end of video compression such as HDDVD and other a forms of high-end
compression, explain how Iviewit’s 75% lower bandwidth consumption than previous
MPEGLA standards, and a corresponding 75% lower processing power required may
benefit all forms of video creation at these higher bandwidths?
42. Name all forms of compensation you, your family or your firm derive from any
patents, patent pools or any other businesses that are Proskauer clients that benefit
from the Iviewit processes that have any relation to your firm.
43. How many patents has the Proskauer patent department written since its inception,
how many pre 1998 and how many post?
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44. Were you ever an Advisory Board member or represented as patent counsel to any
Iviewit investors or potential investors? Did you ever speak to any investors or
officers of Iviewit? If so, please provide a detailed account of your contact.
45. Review all bills for all Iviewit entities and at any point that your name appears;
describe the nature of the meeting, who was present and what was discussed? If
documents were transferred to you provide copies of all documents transferred to
you? How many clients do you appear in bills over a 3 period and not bill a single
minute of time although you are working on the account? Do you consider this work
for Iviewit as pro bono and if so do you report your time as such?
46. See EXHIBIT (“D”) - describe why your name is listed to Crossbow Ventures as
patent counsel for Iviewit. In your response to the New York Bar you quote Brian
Utley as having stated that he never used you as an advisor or patent counsel.
Explain the discrepancy in this document.
47. Several Board members have written statements pointing to you as the reason for
their investment in Iviewit, could you describe why these people feel that you were
essential to their investment in Iviewit.
48. See EXHIBIT (“E”) which is your statement to the Court in the matter of Proskauer
v. Iviewit and explain how you have never been involved with Iviewit and were being
harassed.
49. Describe your relationship with Gregory Thagard of Warner Bros. and all
conversation with Mr. Thagard or any other Warner Bros. employee concerning
Iviewit.
50. Are you aware of Mr. Thagard’s 13 or more patents held in DVD technology that
make up a large part of the critical patents that are held in the DVD patent pool that
you oversee? Did you get any form of conflict waiver prior to speaking to Warner
Bros. employees on behalf of Iviewit?
51. Did you ever opine regarding Iviewit technology to any party? See attached
EXHIBIT (“A”) and define if not yourself, whom authored such opinion for
Proskauer.
52. Did you ever have discussions regarding Iviewit inventions with any Iviewit
inventors?
53. Describe every time your name is mentioned in any Iviewit paid or unpaid bill for any
Iviewit entity and the exact nature of the call and your time billing for these calls.
54. Describe any meetings held at the Proskauer New York office regarding Iviewit
patents and who attended the meeting and what was discussed. Were you or any
other patent attorney that you know involved in any meetings with any outside
investor patent attorneys at your offices?
55. Are you aware of a Conflict check done by Proskauer in regards to the Bernstein’s or
any Iviewit entity and define any possible conflicts of interest you would have if one
were done.
56. When receiving disclosures for Iviewit patents and maintaining records of the Iviewit
patents in your offices, did you see possible conflicts and what steps did you take to
protect Iviewit from any potential conflicts you or your patent department had or any
patent pools that may now be infringing upon the Iviewit technologies that you
oversight roles in?
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57. Proskauer’s patent department handled the Iviewit Copyrights and Trademarks, do
you see any potential conflict that may have arisen having full disclosure of the
Iviewit inventions for these purposes and attempting to keep the knowledge learned
from the source codes and other materials provided for this purpose from conflicts
with the same individuals in the patent department you oversee? Why would
Proskauer maintain the Trademark & Copyright work for Iviewit and farm out the
patent application process?
58. Describe your termination from Iviewit in any capacity (i.e. patent counsel, trademark
counsel, copyright counsel, Advisory Board member and stock holder) and the events
and reasons leading up to your termination.
59. Review EXHIBIT (“D”) PPM or Business Plan and describe if the role for yourself
and the biographies submitted are true and correct to the best of your knowledge?
Was a Wachovia PPM sent to you on occasion for review and input, was this copy
ever sent to you or Proskauer by anyone?
60. Did Eliot Bernstein request another patent lawyer be referred to Iviewit versus you?
If so, explain you referral choice and how Raymond Joao was selected since he was
in New York close to you and nowhere near Iviewit in Florida. When you spoke to
Eliot Bernstein who requested such referral according to your statement, did you take
notes? What day did you speak to Bernstein originally and what day did you get him
a referral to your past employer Meltzer Lippe Goldstein & Schlissel? Had you
worked with Raymond Joao previously at MLGS?
61. Did you ever review the Iviewit inventions? Did you ever log into the secured
website, if so when? What did you see as inventive when you reviewed the Iviewit
inventions worthy of patents?
62. Are the statements made by Brian Utley that you quote true statements? Did you rely
on Utley statements without verifying them when quoting him to the NY Bar?
Provide a confirmation in your own words for each and every Utley statement you
quote to the NY Bar in your response to the NY Bar.
63. Why do you claim you are being harassed when deposed for the billing case your
firm instigated against Iviewit? If you knew nothing the deposition would be short
and a simple clear and concise statement of “I know nothing” which would have
taken five-minutes under deposition, is this harassment?
64. Does Proskauer Rose or you receive remuneration of any kind from the patent pools
or its member companies, overseen by Rubenstein? If so, how?
65. Do you, Proskauer Rose or its clients, receive remuneration of any kind from the use
of Iviewit technologies in any way? If so, how?
66. Attached are samples of the shareholder statements made that show that somehow
many shareholders were under the distinct impression that your involvement with
Iviewit induced their investments whether it was through direct statements from
yourself or through third parties such as your partner Mr. Wheeler. Review each
letter and describe why you are mentioned in this capacity. EXHIBIT (“F”) –
SHAREHOLDER LETTERS.
The next series of questions come from your deposition testimony and will attempt to
clarify for shareholders the questions that you either refused to answer under deposition
or did not know at the time.
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67. In the following statement to the Court whereby Matthew Triggs attempted to not
have you deposed claiming harassment, are all the following statements true?
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68. Provide an explanation of your immediate fear of harassment at the opening of the
deposition. Where you afraid of attorney Selz harming you?
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69. In this next deposition statement you are unclear of your precise day of work at
Proskauer, clarify this issue and provide support and records with Federal, State, Bar
or other agencies that can support your claims. Provide similar information from
your prior employee MLGS.
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70. In this next deposition statement, you were uncertain of the type of firm Proskauer
was and your interest held in the partnership. Now that you have had time to review
your deal with Proskauer, provide an answer to the question with detailed specifics of
your terms with Proskauer.

71. In this next statement you claim that you are completely unfamiliar with Iviewit
technologies. Is this a true and correct statement considering your involvement with
Iviewit in the multiple capacities you held with Iviewit?

72. In what appears to be a contradiction to your last statement reviewed, define how
below you state that you have no recollection now of Iviewit technology or any
information regarding Iviewit, whereas prior you had no recollection at all. Do you
have any problems, such as brain tumors, normal pressure hydrocephalus, pre-senile
dementia, cranial infarctions or early onset Alzheimer’s that may impair your
memory from one moment to the next? Have you ever been diagnosed with any
memory malady?
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73. In this next statement you appear to claim that you have retained no information
regarding Iviewit at all. Explain in relation to the exhibits that follow, how this
statement can be true.

Example 1
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Example 2

Example 3
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Example 4
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Example 5
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Example 6

Example 7 – Describe the process whereby you logged into the Iviewit site and received
this email confirmation in return. Would you or Proskauer retain records relative to this
email confirmation?
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Example 8 – Describe why you are sending Eliot Bernstein information to help in the
design of his patents if you have no information regarding his patents?
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Example 9 – In the example below it appears you were sent information regarding an
Iviewit patent and you opinion was forthcoming, define this in relation to your claim of
no knowledge under direct deposition.
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Example 10 – In the example below, taken from emails of Christopher Wheeler, describe
your involvement in the meetings to discover how the processes were completed and how
it relates to your claims that you have no idea about Iviewit inventions in direct
deposition statements.
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74. Reviewing the prior examples, including of the exchanges of data between you and
Eliot Bernstein, please describe if the following sworn deposition is still true or if you
have had more involvement with Bernstein than hearing his name.
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75. In this next series of questions relating to MPEG and MPEGLA you appear disturbed
at being asked your involvement in the pools and claim that it has no bearing on the
deposition, although it is Iviewit’s contention that the pools you manage may be the
largest infringers of the Iviewit technologies and your involvement with both the
pools and Iviewit appear to be the common denominator of how these pools now
utilize Iviewit processes. Explain, if there was no correlation why you become
agitated at explaining your involvement, to the extent of using frivolous objections.
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76. In regard to all the involvement it appears you have had with Iviewit do you still feel
the following deposition statement characterizes your deposition?

77. In regard to the next statement you appear to claim that you are not aware of if any of
Iviewit technologies are being used by MPEG members and that was based on your
claim that you knew nothing of Iviewit. In light of the evidence contrary to your
statement, do you still claim that the following is a true and correct statement?
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78. In this next deposition statement you claim that you are counsel to MPEGLA and that
they are a client of the law firm of Proskauer Rose. When did your relationship as
counsel to MPEGLA begin? Was MPEGLA a client of Meltzer Lippe? When did
you begin billing for MPEGLA at Proskauer? Provide evidence to support your
position.
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79. In the next statements from your deposition you could not recall several questions
regarding your review of Iviewit patents, now that you have had time to reflect,
provide factual answers to the questions.
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80. In the next statement from your deposition you are asked whether you ever opined on
Iviewit technologies and you retort that you had nothing to do with getting Iviewit
patents which was not the question asked. Review EXHIBIT (“A”) –
RUBENSTEIN/PROSKAUER OPINION – and state if the opinion which was
requested by Hassan Miah to be tendered by you due to his knowing you from the
MPEG patent pool whereby his company XING was a member, was your opinion or
Mr. Wheelers opinion. Is it typical for Proskauer to have a real estate partner answer
patent questions and opine for clients technologies? When Wheeler states that we
(Proskauer) have reviewed the patent and procured patent counsel and had our patent
department review, what is he referring to if you or the firm NEVER did any patent
work as you both now claim? Since no other reference to any other counsel is
reflected in the opinion and the “we” repeatedly is tendered by Proskauer, define how
this letter was circulated to prospective investors by Proskauer?

81. In this next statement which contradicts many of the evidences contained herein
whereby you state that you only performed a referral of Iviewit to Raymond Joao,
you are unclear as to many of the questions and cannot recall to answer. Now that
you have time to think, provide the answers to the questions.
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82. In this next response in your deposition you state that you referred Raymond Joao
because you did not perform the filing work for patents, was anyone at the Proskauer
patent department involved with filing patents at the time? If yes, explain again why
you would have referred Iviewit to NY patent counsel instead of Florida counsel.

83. Review the next correspondence from Eliot Bernstein to Albert Gortz which appears
to contradict your timeline of switching firms from Meltzer to Proskauer and why 6
months into so called tenure with Proskauer according to your estimate, no one at
Proskauer in New York had ever heard of you and why you were still listed as an
attorney elsewhere and did not appear on the Proskauer site as an attorney.
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84. Provide a definite answer to the following question
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85. It appears in this next statement that again you do not know if you had conversations
with Warner Bros. regarding Iviewit, now that you have had time to review, provide a
detailed account of your conversations with Warner Bros. regarding Iviewit.

86. In this next deposition statement you claim that you did not speak with other
Proskauer partners regarding Iviewit, which seems to fly in the face of much of the
evidence including PR billing entries for three years in which you are listed in
numerous calls regarding Iviewit which for unknown reasons you appear not to bill
for your time. Provide an explanation to the discrepancy between the facts and your
deposition statement.

87. Again, only a moment later in your deposition you seem to waiver on if you had
conversations with Proskauer partner Christopher Wheeler regarding Iviewit. Provide
a definite answer now that you have had time to review your notes.
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88. In this next deposition statement, you claim that you did not counsel anyone at
Iviewit and you did not maintain files regarding Iviewit. In question 74 there are
several examples of people sending you files and patents for review as patent counsel
for Iviewit and an Advisory Board Member, including the full patent binders which is
composed of 3 3-ring binders with all the Iviewit patent applications, original
disclosure materials and office actions from the USPTO. Provide an explanation of
what you did with these materials, including original patent materials sent to by the
inventors.

89. In this next statement, although investor statements contradict your statement and
hosts of other evidence contradict your statement, you deny knowledge of serving on
the Iviewit advisory board. As you have now had time to analyze your notes provide
a definite yes or no to the following question, as shareholders who relied upon your
position as inducement for investment are now wondering about your denial of such
service provided to Iviewit.
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and then later you state

90. Review the following business plan materials that were co-authored, billed for and
disseminated by Proskauer which directly contradict your prior statement that you
were not an advisory board member of Iviewit.
Example 1 – Wachovia Private Placement Memorandum sent to Crossbow Ventures for
use on a Federal form for the Small Business Administration department. This plan was
sent by Brian Utley to Crossbow and Brian Utley lied under deposition stating he never
had used you as an advisor in any capacity and you further used Utley’s statements as
evidence of your non-involvement to both the NY state bar and the West Palm Beach
Circuit Civil Court in sworn statements. This document clearly states that you are Iviewit
Patent Counsel, do you still deny your involvement with Iviewit as not only patent
counsel but an advisor??
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Example 2 – Here we find in diametric opposition to the statements used by you of
Utley’s in your defense and denial of being an advisor, Utley sending you patent
materials as an advisor. Provide an explanation for shareholders.

and from Utley’s perjured deposition we find the following statements:

And your statements to the Court in the Proskauer v. Iviewit billing case whereby you
quote Utley’s perjured statements:

Further from Utley’s perjured deposition and contradictory to his email above and the
business plan advisory section that he authored and sent with Wheeler to every investor,
we find that again someone must be lying about your involvement, if not all of you, and
are in complete denial regarding such involvement:
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Again, from Utley’s perjured deposition we find:
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Finally, from Utley’s perjured deposition we find:

Example 3 – Brian Utley is asked to review a letter being sent to major investors by a law
firm where your name is emphasized as patent counsel for Iviewit. Why would your
name appear in this context, if Wheeler, Utley and yourself deny any involvement or use
of your name for any purpose?? Provide explanation for this or would you like to retract
your statements using Utley’s statements to state agencies?
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Example 4 – Here another lawyer represents that an OPINION from PROSKAUERS
PATENT ATTORNEY IS ATTACHED FOR REVIEW, describe which patent attorney
is opining for Proskauer. The opinion was requested from you as Hassan Miah had
known you from the MPEG patent pool in which his company XING had several patents
included. He requested his attorney get such opinion from you and not Christopher
Wheeler, a real estate attorney, not licensed as a patent attorney.
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Next Hassan’s attorney Richard Rosman writes to Wheeler to get a Miah’s questions for
Rubenstein answered regarding the patent and Miah is interested in the Video
technology, which is his forte. Wheeler, in response contacts Kenneth Rubenstein and
drafts the following letter based on Proskauer patent counsel Kenneth Rubenstein’s
opinion of the technologies.
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Example 4 – Wachovia Private Placement Memorandum referencing Rubenstein role
with Iviewit. The plan is circulated to major investors to induce investment.
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This next picture was taken from Proskauer files obtained through Court order and have Wheeler’s handwriting on
the page containing your name in the business plan as an outside professional. If both you and Wheeler deny you
having any involvement with Iviewit, provide an answer why this would have “slipped through the cracks” and ended
up in a business plan reviewed by Proskauer, which again was used to secure major funding for Iviewit.
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Example 5 – Another picture taken from the files of Proskauer that were procured under Court order
whereby you are listed as patent counsel in another business plan reviewed, co-authored, billed for and
disseminated by Proskauer for Iviewit, directly refuting your deposition statements and statements to
state agencies. Provide an explanation for this as many shareholders relied on this for investment
purposes.
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Example 6 – Wheeler is contacting you to discuss the patentability of the Iviewit process for an
opinion and it appears that you need more information to make a determination. Provide an
explanation and the outcome regarding this correspondence.
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Example 6 – In this next business plan, Brian Utley’s hand notes are evidenced whereby
he actually edits your bio as an advisor and leaves in that you are PATENT COUNSEL
for Iviewit, contradicting his perjured deposition statements that end up being used by
you in responses to state agencies whereby you attempt to claim not being Iviewit patent
counsel. Provide an explanation or would you like to retract your statements to these
agencies?
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91. Note that in Utley’s deposition he claims responsibility for reviewing and paying the
Iviewit Proskauer Rose bills and then explain the following billings with what
appears to be your name and explain in detail every meeting. Mr. Utley claims that
there are no billings for patent work at all and it parallels similar statements that both
you and Mr. Wheeler have made to several state agencies, explain the contradiction
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so that Iviewit shareholders may understand how these billings are not patent related.
The following are taken directly from the Proskauer billing statement are
representative samples of where it appears that you are involved in these billings
which directly refute your claims of non-involvement.
From your deposition you state the following and in regard to such statement define the
conflicting information that follows:
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92. Are you aware of other billings or other meetings, such as inventor disclosure
meetings that are not listed above in which you were ever involved?
93. The next sample billings are for patent work done in which you appear to be the
partner in charge of the Proskauer patent department and therefore responsible for
patent billings by any of the Proskauer partners in any capacity. Provide detail for
these billings. If Proskauer did NO patent work as both you and Wheeler claim in
deposition and to state agencies, provide an explanation for the following patent and
license, billings.
1. Describe how the patent department of Proskauer differs from the trademark
department at Proskauer and how trademark information would be kept
separate and apart from patent information.
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This next piece appears to be billings that are billed under the patent department, are you
aware of Proskauer billing for patent work?
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again
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Explain in the next billing page why the bill starts with a billing entry for 12/98 and the
next billing entry is 6/99. What happened in the interim 6 months and why does this
billing not reflect such work as would have been done.
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94. In these next billings copyright work is mentioned as being performed, Iviewit had
turned over CD-Rom’s to you personally containing source codes, websites and
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business plans which contained information your department was supposed to obtain
copyright protection for. Was this ever done and if so where are the copyrights?
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95. In this next series of billings it becomes apparent that Proskauer was reviewing, coauthoring, billing for and disseminating the Iviewit business plans in which your
name is listed both as patent counsel and as an advisory board member. On many
occasions the business plan was forwarded to you for review and it appears that you
never claimed that you were not in these capacities to anyone. Explain how suddenly
now you claim not to have been in these capacities and why mountains of evidence
suggest that you were.
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96. When asked in deposition what background Donald “Rocky” Thompson had for
drafting license agreements for high technology deals such as the Real 3D (INTEL,
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SGI & Lockheed) agreement, Wheeler claims that he would have consulted patent
counsel for such advice. Describe what involvement the patent department had for all
license agreements or assignment agreements for Iviewit’s technology?
97. It appears from the billing records that Proskauer did have more involvement with the
patents than claimed by yourself and Wheeler and in fact retained the patent files and
transmitted them inter-office, what is the typical procedure for such retention and
transmission of client patent files? When you were transmitted the patent files, what
protections did you maintain for Iviewit considering the massive conflict of interest
you have with relation to the Iviewit technologies?
98. In regards to Warner Bros. in your deposition you state that you refuse to answer any
questions because of a varied reasons which the judge in the case ordered you back to
deposition to answer but the re-deposition never took place so now would be a good
time to address these issues for the Iviewit shareholders. Provide answers to the
questions you refused at deposition claiming nonsensical reasons and provide answers
to the evidentiary examples that follow.
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Example 1 -
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Example 2 – From your deposition exhibits, review the following correspondence you
reviewed at your deposition and excuse the auto-insert date and respond strictly to the
content of the letter. Answer for the shareholders of Iviewit the comments made by CEO
Lamont and deny or agree with each statement made.
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99. Explain why Zakirul Shirajee in sworn statements recalls patent disclosures where
you were you present and you seemingly in deposition have stated that you do not
know Shirajee. Provide an explanation for the discrepancy.
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100. Following are some statements that again bring to light your constant inability to
recall your involvement with Iviewit and its technologies. Now that you have had
time to review, provide answers to the questions you could not recall under
deposition.
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101.

Provide a concrete answer to the following

102. How is that you retain copies of the Iviewit patents and cannot remember if you
have knowledge. Are you a part of the trademark and copyright department?
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103. In light of the communications between yourself and Eliot Bernstein is the
following statement still correct.

104. As a Proskauer partner would you not have had to confer with your partners
regarding the acceptance of Iviewit stock?

105. In light of the evidence herein is the following statement from your deposition
still correct?
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106. Now that you can review the Proskauer records answer the following question
regarding a conflicts check and if one were done by Proskauer and if you took any
protection for Iviewit to build a China Wall around yourself due to the enormous
conflict you pose to Iviewit.
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107. In regard to the evidence contained herein does the following deposition
statement still hold true?
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108. In regard to the mountain of evidence showing you as patent counsel used to
induce investors investments for Iviewit does the following statement still remain
true?

109.

Is the following deposition statement still true, in light of the evidence herein
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110. Do you recall receiving technology disclosures from Eliot Bernstein, Jude Rosario
and Zakirul Shirajee? If not, what effect would it have if Iviewit technologies were
utilized by patent pools you have oversight role over? Would it concern you that in
light of the evidence herein that information sent to you may have found its way into
your pools by even your or Proskauers clients under NDA with Iviewit? If a conflict
check was not performed and no retainer was in place while you took disclosures
what potential harm could this cause to Iviewit?
111. Does it seem ethical that you have access to Iviewit inventions and patents, surf
their website, your trademark and copyright department have full disclosure of the
inventions all while no retainer is in place or conflicts check can be confirmed done
and whereby further, patent pools you oversee now have embedded the Iviewit
processes for the benefit of these pools.
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112. After reviewing the evidence herein whereby David Colter states that you opined
favorably on the Iviewit patents for Warner Bros. would your following deposition
statement remain true?

113. Again, reviewing the statements and evidence contained herein does the following
deposition statement still hold true. Explain why Warner Bros. would state that they
checked with Ken Rubenstein who opined favorably on the Iviewit patents if it was
not true.
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114. In light of the business plans stating that you are patent counsel for Iviewit,
prepared and disseminated to investors and the Small Business Administration and
further sworn statements by investors claiming that they relied on your opinion as
counsel for investment, does the following statement still hold true.

115. Is the following deposition statement still true? If you were patent counsel for
Iviewit as the evidence suggests and patent counsel for Warner Bros. and MPEG and
other patent pools, would there not be a conflict?
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116. After having time to review and refresh your memory, answer each question you
could not recollect regarding third parties. State if you are changing your deposition
statements, statements to state agencies and statements to the Court that you had no
other involvement with Iviewit other than a mere referral to Raymond Joao and that
you were being harassed by being deposed since you absolutely had no other
involvement with Iviewit.
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117. This next statement from your deposition appears to fly in the face of your prior
statements to the Court, to state agencies and even to your prior deposition
statements, and comes in the face of reviewing evidence that contradicts your
statements. Review the deposition statement below and state how you do an about
face regarding your involvement with Iviewit, your review of the technologies and
your involvement with third parties regarding Iviewit.
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118. In this next statement from your deposition, you review an email that is exhibited
below again, from Warner Bros. whereby you have been cited as being directly
contacted by the Warner Bros. technical division for an opinion on the Iviewit
patents. The opinion appears to have been given by yourself personally, again
making almost everything you have prior stated to be false and perjured, provide an
explanation as to how you opined for Warner Bros. favorably for Iviewit and stated
earlier you never opined and knew nothing regarding the Iviewit technologies. Are
you on any medications Do you have any problems, such as brain tumors, normal
pressure hydrocephalus, pre-senile dementia, cranial infarctions or early onset
Alzheimer’s that may impair your memory from one moment to the next? Have you
ever been diagnosed with any memory malady?
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And further regarding your involvement as patent counsel and the Proskauer representing their role as patent counsel to
third parties.
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119. In closing we ask you to again review the following statements made to the West
Palm Beach Court and others, either by yourself or on your behalf and thoroughly
review each in light of your deposition statements.

120. After reviewing the evidences cited herein and having had time to review your
materials, are you still under the impression that the singular act you did for Iviewit
was to refer them to a different attorney?
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EXHIBIT (“A”) – PROSKAUER (RUBENSTEIN) OPINION
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EXHIBIT (“B”)
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EXHIBIT (“C”) – PROSKAUER INTER-OFFICE OPINION LETTER
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EXHIBIT (“D”) – WACHOVIA PPM TO CROSSBOW
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Rubenstein listed for a Federal SBA Loan and Utley
lists him as Advisor (contrary to his deposition) to the
largest investor Crossbow Ventures. Also, who lied
to Wachovia for a Private Placement? In Rubenstein
rebuttal he states his name was used on website
without authorization, yet the PPM was co-authored,
reviewed by and disseminated by Proskauer Rose
and Utley. Rubenstein was also sent copies for
review. He is listed here as patent counsel to Iviewit
contradicting his, Wheeler & Utley deposition
statements!!!!!!

PROSKAUER BILLS FOR AND JOINT AUTHORS THIS BP AND HAS
RUBENSTEIN LISTED AS PATENT COUNSEL FOR IVIEWIT!!!

THIS BP OF
WACHOVIA'S SENT TO
OUR LARGEST
INVESTOR CROSSBOW
VENTURES CLEARLY
SHOWS THAT
RUBENSTEIN IS THE
PATENT ATTORNEY
FOR IVIEWIT, DESPITE
WHAT WHEELER
STATES AND DESPITE
THAT RUBENSTEIN
SAYS HE DOES NOT
KNOW US UNDER
DEPOSITION. UTLEY
UNDER DEPOSITION
STATES HE NEVER
USED RUBENSTEIN AS
AN ADVISOR. THIS
ALSO SHOWS
DOCUMENT
DESTRUCTION AS
PROSKAUER CHANGES
THE BP TO ERASE THE
OPENING SENTENCE
AND IN THEIR
RECORDS OBTAINED
UNDER COURT ORDER
THEY LOSE THIS BP
VERSION & REPLACE
WITH OTHER.

EXHIBIT (“E”) – STATEMENT TO CIVIL COURT
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Rubenstein is in
the bill for three
years and in
many hours of
conversation,
yet he is the
only Proskauer
partner not to
bill his time.

EXHIBIT (“F”) – SHAREHOLDER LETTERS
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Statement Regarding Events – Simon L. Bernstein – Past
Chairman of the Board Iviewit
-----Original Message----From: Alyssa Zeiger [mailto:alyssa@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com]
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2003 10:33 AM
To:
'iviewit@worldnet.att.net'
Cc:
'simon@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com'
Subject: FW: response to your letter

Eliot,
Here is my account of those
iviewit Technologies, Inc.

questions

you

of

asked

for

regarding

1. Not having Wheeler's testimony it's difficult for me to respond to
the 1st question.
However, Real 3d (Jerry Stanley) was introduced
to us and their opinion including the opinion of their engineering
staff was that the patents that we showed them were outstanding and
extremely valuable. Mr. Stanley told myself, Eliot, Jerry Lewin and
Chris Wheeler that we were onto something big.
2. The problems that were encountered by Ray Joao's work were that is
seemed to be incomplete, sloppy and certainly not in a professional
manner for which the billings indicated it were.
With regard to
Foley and Lardner’s work, there work also seemed to be incomplete
with regard to accomplishing the patent approvals.
It was also
noted that including work with Mr. Utley they were writing patents
in his name.
3. In the same regard Mr. Utley told me when I confronted him with this
that it was common for the writer to put new patents in his name but
assured me that all patents were assigned to iviewit Technologies,
Inc. This was passed on to one of the partners at Proskauer Rose and
I was assured that this with in proper conduct.
4. With regard to Ken Rubenstein, I was told by Brian Utley and Chris
Wheeler that he was a partner of Proskauer Rose and that he was in
fact overseeing our patent work and it also was mentioned that he
advised the board of directors with regard to raising capital.
5. It is my opinion that Hank Powell a partner of Crossbow Ventures and
also a member of the board of iviewit Technologies, Inc. violated
his fiduciary responsibility as said board member to iviewit
Technologies, Inc. by recommending iviewit Technologies, Inc. move
forward and securing additional loans from Crossbow Ventures.
He
also told me that Crossbow had no intention of ever collecting on
the notes but in fact it gave further protection of iviewit
Technologies, Inc. from any other creditors. It is my opinion that
this convinced the board of directors to vote on such loans.

6. With regard to Chris Wheeler's recommendation of Bryan Utley it's my
opinion that he knew of the past problems Mr. Utley had with Monte
Friedkin and withheld this information to myself and to Eliot.
7. My understanding of the relationship between Mr. Utley and
Wheeler
is
that
they
are
good
friends
both
socially
professionally. Also they served on many boards together.
I believe this covers the pertinent questions you asked me for.
this helps.

Mr.
and

I hope

Wednesday, April 30, 2003
Mr. Eliot I. Bernstein
10158 Stonehenge Circle
#801
Boynton Beach, FL. 33437-3546
Dear Eliot,
I have spent the past several evenings reviewing the depositions taken from Wheeler,
Utley and Rubenstein and I am stunned. The extent of their lies and their orchestrated
obfuscation compels me to reduce to writing some of the experiences that I had with
these men. Please use this letter and the statements contained herein as my sworn
statement of fact in your continuing effort to expose the truth, punish the evil and reward
the deserving.
As a friend of Eliot’s, since childhood, I was aware of iviewit from it’s beginnings but it
was only after learning from Chris Wheeler about Ken Rubenstein’s favorable opinion
regarding iviewit’s video and imaging technologies that I became seriously interested in
the company. I resigned from a lucrative senior management position with Prudential
Securities to help Eliot with his “project”. Ultimately, I invested over $20,000 and
declined significant career opportunities in order to begin formally working for iviewit in
the fall of 1999. Amongst the most egregious of the statements contained in the
depositions is that made by Ken Rubenstein when he claims he does not know iviewit or
anything about its technologies or processes. Ken is one of the primary reasons why I
and many others invested their time and resources in the company. It was the extremely
positive opinions of this highly respected attorney, who has direct links to the MPEG
patent pool, which compelled so many of us to make the commitments that we made.
Mr. Rubenstein is lying in his deposition.
Similarly, Chris Wheeler denies having any role in the patent work performed for iviewit
other than referring us to patent counsel that ultimately ripped us off (but that’s a
different issue). Eliot, you have done a fine job putting together the billing evidence
which is irrefutable. Not only did Wheeler play an instrumental and ongoing role in the
handling of the patents, he was the primary contact point with Ken Rubenstein. I also
remember Chris, in a meeting held at Real 3D, espousing the novelty of iviewit’s
inventions and discussing the apparent absence of any prior art in this area. In addition,
Chris publicly shared Ken Rubenstein’s opinion that the iviewit technologies were
“novel”. It was during this meeting of Intel and Lockheed engineers that a member of
Real 3D’s senior management, Rosalie Bibona, stated that iviewit’s inventions could be
worth billions of dollars. Wheeler states in his deposition that he was unfamiliar with any
video inventions until sometime after the Real 3D meeting. Mr Wheeler is lying and
everyone present at that meeting can testify to that fact. I was at a meeting held at Si
Bernstein’s house where Eliot Bernstein, Gerry Lewin, Chris Wheeler, Si Bernstein and
Hassan Mia were in attendance. This meeting took place prior to the Real 3D meeting
and it’s purpose was to show Hassan the video streams. It was at this meeting that

Hassan Mia stated “… if what I’m seeing is true, you’ve found the Holy Grail”. The
term “Holy Grail” can be found in many early versions of iviewit’s business plans.
Let’s talk about Brian Utley. This man is a stammering buffoon. Were it not for his
resume full of accomplishments and the glowing recommendation of our trusted counsel,
he probably never would have passed an initial candidate screening. Unfortunately, we
learned too late that many of Brian’s accomplishments were fabricated and our trusted
advisor, Chris Wheeler, was a liar. I remember a meeting of Eliot, Guy Iantoni, Brian
Utley, Mike Reale, Si Bernstein, Chris Wheeler and two investment bankers from
Wachovia, Mr. Joe Lee and his associate (I forget his name). Guy and I had prepared a
detailed sales forecast that Joe Lee later referred to as the most complete and detailed
he’d ever seen. Brian’s task was to complete the financials for Joe’s review. The work
that he presented to Joe Lee was pitiful; it was incomplete, inaccurate and inadequately
referenced. In short, it was a disastrous embarrassment. We soon learned that that was
the best Utley could deliver. Joe Lee insisted that I complete the financial projections for
the business plan and that Utley be removed from the project. This is the sort of talent
that our trusted advisor, Chris Wheeler, brought to his client!
From unauthorized patent disclosure to Danny Sokoloff without the protection of an
NDA to outright patent sabotage through the use of bad math in patent applications,
Utley never failed to disappoint. He was equally inept in corporate matters. I notified
Brian on numerous occasions of the firm’s responsibility to communicate to shareholders
at least once per year and that iviewit was in default on its notes for not having made an
interest payment. Like a child, he chose to bury his head in the sand instead of
addressing the problem. His exorbitant use of T&E monies is legend and is only
exceeded by his inability to complete a sentence without the excessive use of the word
“um”.
As they say, “hindsight is 20/20”. In this case, it’s now clear that Wheeler never had
iviewit’s interests in mind. He was positioning himself and his friends to benefit from
iviewit’s inventions and creativity. What makes his crime so heinous is that he
masqueraded as our friend.
Sincerely,
James F. Armstrong
126 Buttonwood Drive
Fair Haven, NJ. 07704
732-747-4353
email: jimarmstrong@comcast.net

Date: 12/11/02
Dear Eliot;
I wanted you to know how I feel about all that I have read recently. As a
shareholder and someone that has been around this company since the beginning, I don’t
know how lawyers like Chris Wheeler and law firms like Proskower Rose could allow
statements in a business plan that are not true. Therefore, if the business plan were correct
then Mr. Utley would have to be lying under oath. In todays world of fair disclosure, this
kind of inconsistency makes me outraged. As a shareholder I encourage and would
support action taken to bring any wrongdoing to justice. If nothing else, I am unwilling to
allow these deceptions to continue. We should pursue action and be compensated for
wrongdoing. I know that if Mr. Rubinstein had not been involved with Iviewit it would
have significantly affected my decision to contribute funds when I did. His involvement
was communicated to me by Mr. Utley, Mr. Wheeler as well as other involved with the
company but as legal representation and president of the company they carried the
greatest weight. These inconsistencies are unacceptable and criminal in my opinion.
What can we do to bring resolution to this situation and whom do we hold accountable?

Sincerely;

Mitchell A. Welsch, CFP
Mitchell A. Welsch CFP
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Eliot I Bernstein
From:

Tony Frenden [t.rex@sbcglobal.net]

Sent:

Thursday, May 15, 2003 10:21 PM

To:

iviewit@bellsouth.net

Subject: Fw: statement

----- Original Message ----From: Tony Frenden
To: iviewit@worldnet.att.net
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2003 11:38 PM
Subject: statement
May 14, 2003

I swear the following to be true:
Upon the closure of the Iviewit office in Boca Raton FL, I was retained for about
an extra week by Brian Utley and Mike Reale, assisting in shutting down
operations. It was during this time in which Mike Reale entered the video encoding
lab, where I was present along with Tammy Raymond, (former Head of IT) and Zakirul
Shirajee (former Systems Developer). Reale was smiling broadly as he set down a
large silver suitcase onto my computer desk. Upon opening it, he revealed rows and
rows of one hundred dollar ($100) bills in U.S. currency, going down as deep as the
case. I would estimate the amount to be near a half million dollars. Upon my
inquiry of the where the cash came from, Reale said it was from Bruce Prolow. He
implied that the money was entrusted to he and Utley to continue Iviewit
operations, but to me, it seemed Reale was careful to never explicity state that
Prolow authorized this transaction or not.
It is my belief that the suitcase of money was presented to me, in front of Tammy
and Zakirul, to convince us that Utley and Reale were the ones reaping benefits
from the Iviewit core processes, and if we were smart, we should join them.
A day or two prior to this incident, Mike Reale called me into a private office. He
spoke of a new operation he and Utley wanted to embark on which utilizes Iviewit's
core processes. The plan consisted of encoding video porn at an ambiguous island
location in Puerto Rico. It was known that Eliot Bernstein had made available the
option for me to work at the newly forming Iviewit in Glendale, CA. Reale wanted
to steer me from going to the West coast operation, and spoke of me receiving
a title and large pay raise should I go along with the Puerto Rico porn plan,
instead.
Also, on one of these last closure days at the Boca Raton offices, Mike Reale
approached me in the lab regarding another issue. He inquired which computers
would be best to use, if one were to have the need to process Iviewit's core
technologies. He asked me which 3 were the strongest computers to do the job. I
had a feeling that he wanted to make off with whichever units I spoke of. I had
already begun to make up my mind that I wanted no part of the Puerto Rico porn
operation, so I told him about 3 computers I didn't care for. They were called, THE
BOMBER, THE REELTIME NITRO, and one more unnamed computer. These were all very
powerful and expensive units, but were not necessarily suited to encode video. As
expected, these 3 units turned out to be the same ones found in Brian Utley's
possession, months later. When the cops returned the items to us, the units
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contained several new media files, mostly long distance learning applications which
were created well after the Boca offices were closed down.
Anthony Rex Frenden
859 Hollywood Way #374
Burbank CA 91505
--Incoming mail is certified Virus Free.
Checked by AVG anti-virus system (http://www.grisoft.com).
Version: 6.0.480 / Virus Database: 276 - Release Date: 5/12/2003
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June 13, 2003
The following information may be used as my sworn testimony in describing the history
and events relating to iviewit (The Company) and its affiliated management and
advisors.
As an existing shareholder and personal investor in the Company, I am appalled by the
fraud and mismanagement demonstrated by the former President, Brian Utley and legal
counsel including: Raymond Joao, Kenneth Rubenstein, Christopher Wheeler and
others. I was an employee of the Company since its inception in 1998 to February 2001.
I was personally in meetings where Christopher Wheeler recommended Brian Utley as a
strong candidate for the President position at iviewit with his experience at IBM. I was
one of the first individuals to witness iviewit’s zoom and pan technology as well as fullscreen, full-frame rate video streaming. I recall viewing iviewit’s technologies as early as
February of 1998. I attended many meetings with the technologies inventors: Eliot
Bernstein, Jude Rosario and Zakirul Shirajee at iviewit’s Florida office and witnessed
several meetings between the inventors and Raymond Joao. I had discussions with
Eliot Bernstein in late 1999 when Eliot expressed his reservations and concerns that the
patent work of Raymond Joao, Kenneth Rubenstein and Brian Utley was both
incomplete and not representative of the inventors’ true findings. I was also present
later 1999-2000 as William Dick and Foley and Lardner continued the errors in the
patents caused by Raymond Joao and Kenneth Rubenstein.
My personal investment into the Company was largely due to the remarks of attorney
Kenneth Rubenstein on a conference call with Eliot Bernstein stating,” iviewit’s
technology will be extremely valuable as part of the MPEG patent pool.” I helped author
many business plans with Eliot Bernstein, Jim Armstrong, Wachovia Securities and
others including Kenneth Rubenstein as a key Company advisor. I attended many faceto-face meetings where Christopher Wheeler both witnessed iviewit’s technology and
introduced potential clients and investors to the management team. Mr. Wheeler had
hand picked the management team and controlled their actions.
It was abusive the amount of unnecessary legal services generated by Christopher
Wheeler and Proskauer Rose at such an early stage in the Company’s development as
we were mislead to believe that these costs would offset revenue by
Wheeler/Rubenstein/PR clients and patent pool royalties. I recall the company going
through several legal changes including: C-corp, several LLCs, Holding companies,
name changes etc. I was stunned to hear that the Company had hundreds of thousands
of payables due Proskauer Rose. Brian Utley had primary fiduciary responsibility (or
more like irresponsibility) for the use of all investment proceeds, legal services and
vendor contracts.
I welcome the opportunity to be personally involved in defending the Company and its
assets
Sincerely,
Guy T. Iantoni
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